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Volume 4 

 

   OPERATIONS  &  MAINTENANCE 
 

 

M      REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE 
     

M.1   SPECIAL TECHNIQUES 

 

M.1.1   MILLSTONE  WORK 
M.1.1.1  Manœuvring the West Runner Stone for dressing etc 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 4.1   Runner Stone partly raised 

 

Fig. 4.1 shows the western runner stone hung from the suspension hook on the south Bin Floor beam, using 

the ‘green’ tackle and the mauve 1 tonne strop.  The stone is supported on the stone saddle to lessen its 

tendency to slide outwards across the floor.  The saddle must be located firmly, by dropping prepared ⅝ in 

bolts through the saddle and the floor holes, and fitting and tightening the nuts beneath the floor.   

 

Whilst the stone’s weight is taken by the hoist, the prop is wedged between the stone and against a wall stud 

to provide greater stability.  

 

NB  In general it is best to suspend the tackle from a higher point:  the Bin Floor joists and their suspension 

hooks are rather low.  Special hatches have been cut in the Bin Floor boards, above each of the millstone sets.  

When proposing to lift a stone, unscrew the appropriate hatch and suspend the hoist on a short bar laid across 

the floor hole on timber blocks.  

 

NB  Procedures for the East Stones are essentially the similar. 

 

 

M.1.1.2   MILLSTONE LIFTING  -  GENERAL 
As described in M.1.1, unscrew the short length of floor board in the Dust Floor above the stones concerned.  

Suspend the hoist in the floor hole via a stout length of steel tube kept for the purpose and laid across the hole 

and supported by specially prepared timber blocks.   
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Thread the mauve strop (SWL 1 tonne) though the eye of the stone, and out radially on top and bottom faces 

of the stone.  Attach the strop ends to the hoist chain hook at the rim of the stone.  The hoist has a hook which 

is not as large as would be ideal.  Take great care that on taking up the load the strop ends are not forced up 

over the hook catch.  If they are the catch will fail:  it cannot cope with such treatment.  This happened on 

15th March 2009 when the western runner stone was near upright.  The catch failed releasing the stone, which 

fell to the floor, breaking a floor joist. 

 

 

M.1.1.3  Initial small lift of the runner stone 

First raise the runner as far as reasonably practicable on the tentering screw, taking care not to raise the stone 

too far by this method, since the brayer may stick on the tentering screw it is taken to too high. 

 

The runner is then levered up using the long crowbar, using a 4in to 5in wood block as a fulcrum.  Take care 

that the crowbar bears against the underside of one of the runner stone’s iron retaining rings.  This will 

prevent cracking off of stone fragments, which is the inevitable result of levering against the face of the stone.  

 

As the stone is lifted it should be supported as soon as practicable by one of the many-heights, or by one of 

the large wooden wedges kept for the purpose. 

 

 

M.1.1.4   Technique for moving a Stone a small horizontal distance 

Ensure that the stone is sitting on three wood blocks.  The blocks should be approximately equally spaced on 

the bed stone. 

. 

 

1
2

Moving a Runner Stone, using a wooden Lever
 

 

Fig. 4.2 

 

Place a wooden beam, of about 4in x 4in section, and as long as feasible, under the runner as shown.  The 

beam rests on a further wood block as shown.  The beam is to be used as a lever, to lift the stone and to jiggle 

it to one side, and the block acts as a fulcrum for this work.   
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With the lever beam set as shown in sketch 1, press it down with sufficient force that the stone is lifted off the 

two supporting blocks closest to the lever beam.  The stone can then be moved readily to position 2, by 

swinging the free end of the lever across as shown.  The stone supporting blocks may need adjustment prior to 

letting the stone down again. 

 

The exercise is repeated until the stone is in the required position, for example until the bridging bar is 

immediately above the mace.  

 

 

M.1.1.5  Taking a Runner Stone down to the Ground  (carried out on 3rd March 2007) 

 

Remove the equipment hatch in the Stone Floor.   Most of this simply lifts out, but latterly the floor board 

furthest from the wall has been screwed down with a screw near each end.  Close the Meal Floor and above to 

those personnel not taking part in the millstone move! 

   

 
 

Fig. 4.3  The 3 tonne tackle suspended above the Stone Floor 

 

The 3 tonne tackle is slung from the cap frame.  In the photograph it is hung from one of the sheers.  Ideally 

the cap would have been rotated slightly further, so that the tackle hook would be central over the equipment 

hatch in the Stone Floor. 

 

The hoist must be slung above the Stone Floor at the height shown, otherwise there is insufficient chain to let 

the stone down to the Meal Floor,  i.e the hoist should be slung just high enough to hang the stone an inch or 

two above Stone Floor level. 

 

The stone should be hung using the new green strop.  This is a change to procedure:  previously the mauve 1 

tonne strop was used.   If there is any concern that the strop will work its way out of the suspension hook, use 

the two strops in parallel.   
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Fig. 4.4  The Eastern Runner Stone standing on the Meal Floor 

 

Once the stone is standing safely on the Meal Floor preparations are made for the drop to the Ground Floor.  

 

 
 

Fig. 4.5   Hoist suspended for second lowering 

 

The hoist is rehung from a 4in x 3in RSJ set radially between the main northern hurst frame beam and the top 

of the brick base.  Remove the Meal Floor to Dust Floor ladder for this purpose, and lay it out of the way on 

the Meal Floor.  (This ladder is secured by a 17mm coach screw, just below the top tread.)  NB  Take care to 

suspend the hoist at the height shown, otherwise there will be insufficient clearance to lower the stone from  

Meal Floor to ground in one operation. 

 

The ladder is lowered by having one person on the Stone Floor to lower it on a rope, and two persons on the 

Meal Floor to manoeuvre it.  An aluminium ladder is erected temporarily for access to the Stone Floor, but is 

removed to allow the RSJ to be put in place.    
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As the photo shows the RSJ is stood on auxiliary wood blocks.  The hoist suspension must be nearly above 

the inside edge of the stair hole, but not so close that the stone inevitably scrapes when it is let down through 

the stair hole, particularly against the electrical fittings.  

 

The Ground Floor ladder is taken down, and the Meal Floor hand rails removed, just leaving the upright post 

at the top of the stair hole.  This ladder is secured by 2 x 17mm coach screws at the top, and by one coach 

screw at the bottom.  The stone can then be readily lowered by millers on the Meal Floor. 

  

 

 
 

Fig. 4.6   Robert and Richard Bramley guiding the millstone 

 

The stone should be made safe at Ground Floor level, and all ladders and hatches replaced.  The 3 tonne 

tackle is generally stowed at the Meal Floor. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 4.7   The Stone being lowered to the Ground Floor 
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M.1.1.6  LEVELLING A BEDSTONE 
 

 

 
 

Fig.4.8   Jacking up the Acrow Prop 

 

Before any levelling can be attempted sweep the 

surface of the bedstone thoroughly, to remove the 

layer of dust and minor debris which soon collects 

in a working mill. 

 

Lay a long spirit level, say 4ft long for 4ft 6in 

stones, across the stone in various directions and 

determine the degree of out of trueness of the 

stone. 

 

Assuming that there is a need to level the stone, 

the bedstone must be jacked up as necessary.  

This is achieved by using a long Acrow Prop, 

supported off the Meal Floor via a hydraulic jack 

as shown  (Fig. 4.8).   

 

NB  The main Meal Floor beams run parallel to 

the floor boards, with joists between.  A stout 

piece of timber, say 3in x 4in, is laid across the 

floor boards to strengthen the floor, and a 

hydraulic jack set on top.  A piece of board is 

lightly attached to the foot of the acrow, using 

nails.  This is then stood on top of the jack, as 

shown.  The top of the Acrow is tightened gently 

against the underside of the bedstone. 

 

At this point it is best to have 2 millers or 

millwrights available.  Station one on the stone 

floor, to continually check the levelness of the 

stone surface.  The second should be stationed on 

the Meal Floor to work the hydraulic jack.  Adjust 

the jack slowly to level the stone.  Allow some 

time after adjusting the stone for things to settle, 

and if necessary readjust the level again. 

 

Ensure that appropriate wedges have been made, 

to provide the stone’s new support off the stone 

bearers.  If the bearers are in good condition then 

2 wedges per bearer should be adequate, and will 

provide a more definitive support than using 3 

wedges.  The wedges should be about 4¾in wide 

by 7in long.  The wedges fitted under the eastern 

bedstone in April 2010 were of oak, but hard or 

soft wood can be used:  the old wedges were of 

soft wood.  

 

M.1.1.6.1  Ensuring the Stone Spindle is 

upright 

 

 
 

Fig. 4.9  Bedstone, stone spindle and trammel 

 

Once the bedstone is level the Stone Spindle can 

be checked for verticality.   To test this push the 

trammel down over the mace firmly,  so that it is 

unlikely to move up or down.   

 

Lift the stone nut on its rigger until the support ing 

steel rods can be fitted through the holes in the 

stone spindle splines.  Drop the stone nut on to the 

support rods, and make sure the rigger hooks are 

well out of the way. 

 

The stone nut and trammel can now be rotated 

freely by turning the stone nut by hand.  The 

adjusting screws in the footstep bearing housing 

are screwed in and out until the trammel will turn 

without the trammel feather quite touching the 

bedstone.   
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The footstep adjusting screws must then be done 

up very tightly.   It is a good idea to chalk a 

vertical line on the head of each screw, so that any 

movement can be seen readily. 
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M.1.2   SPECIAL TECHNIQUES:  REPAIRS 

TO THE UPRIGHT SHAFT 

 

The cast iron coupling between the two sections 

of the upright shaft failed on 13th December 2008.  

In the failure the fins sheered off the lower 

gudgeon which is built into of the lower wooden 

part of the shaft.  This problem had probably been 

developing over many years of operation. 

 

 
Fig. 4.10  The failure area 

 

It was decided to make a holding repair to the 

shaft.  Two 20mm holes were drilled radially 

through the shaft and gudgeon, one through the 

top wrought iron ring, and the other at rightangles  

 

 
Fig. 4.11  The drill in position, with rope and 

wooden lever 

 

through the middle ring.  Thee were difficult 

holes to drill.  The iron rings were very hard, and 

a jig was set up to allow extra force to be applied 

to the electric drill.  The jig consisted of a rope 

looped around the shaft and drill body, with a 

vertical wooden bar held by the rope on the far 

side of the shaft from the drill (see photo).   One 

operator worked the electic drill and pushed as 

hard as possible against the iron ring.  The other 

operator used the wooden bar to apply extra 

leverage against the rope, using the shaft as a 

fulcrum at the bottom of the wooden bar. 

 

 
Fig. 4.11  Mike Newland at work 

 

This allowed the iron ring to be drilled through.  

 

During the course of the work is was discovered 

that the gudgeon casting had been extensively 

filled with lead.  Possibly the miller never knew 

that he had been supplied with a faulty casting.  

The lead was difficult to drill through, and is the 

reason why the hole through the lowest iron ring 

was abandoned. 

 

 
Fig. 4.12  The first bolt hole 

 

Long ¾in bolts were fitted through the newly 

drilled holes, thereby coupling the cast iron 

gudgeon shaft and the wooden shaft.  The 

repaired shaft was idled round by the sails on 17th 

January 2009. 
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M.1.3 SPECIAL TECHNIQUES:  INSTALLING A  STONE NUT 
At Wicken Windmill it is not possible to erect a stone spindle with its stone nut already in place upon it.  The 

stone nut has be raised and held in position while the stone spindle is lifted and threaded through it from 

below. 

 

It is assumed that the bed stone is already in place.  Two hoists will be needed, one to carry the stone nut, the 

other to lift the stone spindle.  The most likely hoists are the ‘orange’ and the ‘green’, both with fairly limited 

chain travel.  A simple stand is needed to carry the hoists:  an aluminium folding ladder makes a versatile 

stand for this purpose. 

 

 
Fig. 4.13  The first hoist in place 

 

In the example shown the orange hoist is 

suspended from a crowbar above the bedstone 

glut box.  In turn the crowbar is supported by 

rungs of the ladder. 

 

The hoist chains are slung through the glut box:  

the bearing pads are all removed for this exercise. 

 

 
Fig. 4.14  The stone nut is lifted 

 

Working from the Meal Floor, from a second 

ladder, the stone nut can be hung by rope from the 

hoist.  The nut is lifted to a height above its final  

location.   

 

Another rope is then dropped through the glut 

box, such that the stone nut can be slung from 

three points, so that it is essentially horizontal. 
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Fig. 4.15  The second hoist in place 

 

The stone spindle can then be lifted carefully, 

using a second hoist.   NB  The spindle is slung 

via a bolt passed through the hole near the top of 

the spindle.  This bolt must be such that it will 

pass through the glut box (minus bearing pads).  

In the example shown heavy wire was looped 

across the cockhead from one end of the bolt to 

the other, for safety.  The spindle was suspended 

by rope hung from the second hoist and tied to the 

loop of wire.  

 

Care is needed to ensure that the spindle 

suspension does not become entangled in the 

ropes carrying the stone nut:  the spindle has to be 

pulled up through the stone nut sufficiently to lift 

the foot of the shaft over the lip of the footstep 

bearing.  It is then dropped down in place. 

 

The stone nut can then be lowered on to the 

spindle splines.   

 

 
Fig. 4.16   The stone nut in place 

 

M1.4 SPECIAL TECHNIQUES: 

MACHINING THE FACE OF THE 

BRAKE  WHEEL & WALLER IN SITU 
The eleven cast aluminium brake wheel cog 

segments sit in a shallow slot machined in the 

face of the wheel’s wooden rim.  This slot was 

achieved to a high degree of accuracy using a 

plunging router, set on a special jig attached to the 

right hand cap sheer.  With the sails set turning 

slowly the router was used to machine the slot 

into the bevelled wooden face of the wheel. 

 

The jig was set up such that the router could be 

rapidly retracted if the sails began to turn too fast, 

or if the router bit ‘dug in’. 

 

Similar methods were used to machine the bevel 

face of the waller.  Here the wheel was erected on 

the upright shaft, and rotated by hand, with the 

router mounted on a modified jig.  The jig was 

mounted on the cap frame. 

 

M.1.5    MOVING THE WINDSHAFT 

FORWARDS 
Occasionally the windshaft needs to be moved, 

usually forwards.  The usual reason is to ensure 

clearance between the rear canister and the cap 

front. 

 

NB  It is considered good practice to run the sails 

with the windshaft as far in-house as practicable.  

This reduces bending moments on the windshaft 
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due to the weight of the sails, and importantly it 

reduces frictional losses at the neck bearing. 

 

The technique used at Wicken is to force the 

Windshaft Tail Beam forwards using hydraulic 

jacks, one at either end of the beam and acting 

against the Cap Circle Tail Beam.  The sails 

should be rotating slowly during this process.   

 

The jacks must be operating in a horizontal mode.  

To allow this, the jacks are laid on stout boards 

clamped between the Windshaft Tail Beam and 

the Cap Circle Tail Beam.  Care must be taken 

that there is space to work the jacks. 

 

Wedges in front of the Windshaft Tail Beam are 

removed, allowing the beam, windshaft and sails 

to be jacked forward. 

 

Usually a movement of ⅛in to ¼in is sufficient.  

Greater movement risk changing the windshaft 

slope more significantly, and will take the brake 

wheel and waller out of mesh by a greater degree.  

(If necessary the sprattle can also be moved 

forward, but careful consideration is indicated if 

any of the moves discussed have to be 

significant.)  

 

 

M.1.6 FITTING THE STRIKING ROD 
At Wicken the striking rod has to be fitted from 

the front, with the sail stocks in place.  The usual 

method of inserting the rod from the tail is not 

possible, the curb being in the way.  This supports 

the theory that the mill was originally equipped 

with common sails, clothed from a stage. 

 

 
 Photo:  Sue Burden collection 

Fig. 4.17  Initial Lift 

 

To fit the striking rod a temporary crane was 

projected from the cap, through the storm hatch.  

This crane consisted of a scaffold pole, with the 

rod suspended via pulley blocks:  the attachment 

point was near the striking rod mid point.   

In practice the scaffold jib was only strong 

enough to allow the inner end of the rod to be 

lodged in the windshaft canister hole.  

 

 
Photo:  Sue Burden collection 

Fig. 4.18  Lift well advanced 

 

In order to orient the striking rod at windshaft 

inclination a long ‘clothes prop’ was built up from 

working uplongs screwed together.  This was 

used to push up the centre of mass of the striking 

rod, which then ran easily down through the 

windshaft. 

 

The ‘clothes prop’ was prevented from buckling 

by side ropes, tensioned as necessary by 

individual millwrights. 

 

On future occasions the jib would be strengthened 

by a block and tackle system, suspended above 

the jib’s front end via a rope between the tips of 

the two top sails, obviating the need for the 

clothes prop.  The tackle rope for this would be 

worked by a millwright on the ground. 

 

Striking Rod removal would essentially be the 

reverse operation to fitting it. 
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Photo:  Sue Burden collection 

Fig. 4.19  Final lift, using ‘clothes prop’ 

 

M.2 ROUTINE MAINTENANCE 

 

M.2.1 SAIL MAINTENANCE 
 

M.2.1.1 Canister Wedges 

The poll end canister wedges are copied from an 

old lipped oak wedge, which would have one 

member of a folding wedge pair.  It had been left 

on the snow ledge of the bin floor, presumably 

when the sails were dismantled in 1938. 

 

The wedge design is relatively steeply angled.  

Though folding wedges with shallower angles 

have been considered, it was decided to retain the 

original design if at all feasible. 

 

The canister wedges on the front of the inner 

stock are particularly difficult to hammer home, 

because of the presence of the Stump Irons.  

However the wedges can be walloped home, 

employing a heavy length of steel about 15in 

long, held to one side of the stump iron, and 

striking hard with a club hammer.   

 

There was a lot of trouble with wedges in the dry 

weather of the 2nd half of 2011, in particular the 

canister folding wedges of the inner stock.  It 

became necessary to add extra wedges at the 

stock sides, in thin oak.  In December 2011 DLP 

and Robert Bramley managed to drive all the 

canister wedges of the inner stock home 

successfully.   This was achieved in cold weather, 

with light snow falling. 

 

NB  The canister wedge retainers are important, 

and act as a defence against loose canister wedges 

falling out.  Canister wedge retainers are required 

for the following reason.  When a stock rotates 

with the sails the ‘fore and aft’ load on the 

canister wedges cycles … the wind load on the 

sail increases as the sail approaches its highest 

point, and then decreases again until the sail 

passes its lowest point.  This cycling tends to 

gradually loosen the canister wedges, unless they 

are in very tightly indeed. 

  

M.2.1.2 Sail Painting 

The rear faces of the sail timbers, and sides, were 

repainted in lead paint in 2008. 

 

The front faces, accessible edges, and sail frame 

fronts and edges were repainted in lead paint in 

the period August 28th – September 3rd 2010. 

 

M.2.1.3 Whip to Stock Bolts 

The whip to stock bolts on all four sails were 

tightened on 3rd September 2010. 

 

They should be inspected once per year:  more 

frequently if there is creaking as the sails rotate. 

 

M.2.1.4 Wind Boards 

The wind boards are held by stainless steel wood 

screws, except at the tip sail bar where they are 

bolted in place.  The wind boards are intended to 

be removable, to allow attention to the paintwork 

covered by them. 

 

A standard problem is the tendency of the wood 

screws to unscrew themselves.  This also occurs 

at Thelnetham Mill, where the sails run anti-

clockwise and the retaining screws are of brass.  It 

is likely that the problem is caused by a 

combination of thermal expansions and 

contractions, possibly combined with vibration. 

 

The wind board screws should be checked 

visually every month from the ground, and any 

loose screws tightened (see section M.3.1.1‘). 

 

M.2.1.5 Shutter Cranks:  Small End Screws 

Originally at the restoration the shutter cranks 

were coupled to their Working Uplong by 

stainless steel coach screws, some of which have 

shown a tendency to undo in use. 
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A new fixing was designed, based on a 19th 

century screw retrieved from a Lincolnshire mill 

site by Chris Wilson (believed to be Stickford).  

These screws were forged specially, and were 

effectively lock nutted on to the working uplong 

by a single nut (see Volume 1 section B.7.4). 

 

A modern equivalent was designed for Wicken 

Mill, to be turned down from a stainless steel 

coach screw.  The new shutter bolts were 

manufactured by Mike Newland, and many of the 

old small end screws have been replaced.  

 

 

M.2.2 SMOCK TOWER 

MAINTENANCE 
 

M.2.2.1 Curb Brackets 

The wooden curb is held on to the Cant Posts by 

steel brackets, sawn from RSA.  The screws 

fixing the brackets should be checked annually.   

 

The curb fixing screws were checked in the 2010 

late-summer work-in. 

 

M.2.2.2 Smock Tarring 

Traditionally the smock was re-tarred every 3 to 4 

years, the millwright working up and down seated 

in a bosun’s chair suspended from the fan stage 

(information from Miss Ruby Barton).  The 

smock was re-tarred in 2010 using “Bird’s” Black 

Tar Varnish, supplied by R.K. & J. Jones of 

Feltwell, Norfolk. 

 

 

M.2.3 GEAR MAINTENANCE 
 

M.2.3.1 Brake Wheel 

The Brake Wheel rides on the windshaft on  

folding wedges.  These are carried on the steel 

centring fabrication, which is screwed on to the 

locating squares cast integrally with the shaft.   

 

The folding wedges are checked for tightness 

approximately once per month.   

 

It is important to remember that if the plane of the 

brake wheel is only 0.3° out of true then the 

wheel will swash about by ¼in either side of its 

proper plane of rotation.  

 

M.2.3.2 Waller 

The Waller is also centred on folding wedges.  

The wheel is held vertically on four haunches 

screwed one to each face of the upright shaft.  

The wedges were adjusted and tightened in the 

late summer work-in of 2010, so as to rotate the 

wheel more nearly square on the Upright Shaft. 

 

Linseed oil was applied to the Waller cogs in the 

late summer work-in 2010. 

 

The Waller wedges and rim bolts were tightened 

on 30th December 2011.  NB  Use a 24mm 

spanner to tighten the rim bolts. 

 

NB  Vibration during operation tends to loosen 

the waller wedges.  They need to be hammered 

home frequently, particularly if the wheel creaks 

excessively during operation, or if wedges are so 

loose that they can be moved by hand. 

 

M.2.3.3     Stone Nuts 

M.2.3.3.1  Eastern Stone Nut 

The Eastern Stone Nut was recogged off-site in 

apple over the winter of 2009-10 by Mr Martin 

Hanson. 

 

M.2.3.3.2  Western Stone Nut 

The Western Stone Nut was recogged in oak over 

the winter of 2009-10.  This work was done with 

the wheel in situ. 

 

M.2.4  BRAKE MAINTENANCE 
The Brake Lever was reset during the late 

summer work-in, 2010.  
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M.3    OPERATING MACHINERY  
 

M.3.1    Routine Maintenance and Inspection 

 

M.3.1.1  General Advice 

Listen for ‘clonks’ that occur regularly once or twice per revolution of the sails.  If present stop sails 

immediately.  

 

Check canister wedges, and drive home as necessary.  Inspect canister wedge retainers if fitted, tighten as 

required. 

 

Watch for ‘flapping’ shutters.  In the event of a shutter which has lost the small end screw from the crank, 

stop the mill gently with that sail vertically downwards … endeavour to avoid clashing between the flapping 

shutter and its neighbour when the shutters are opened. 

 

Check for loose wind board screws. 

 

Listen for squeaks from the fantail transmission, or grease wedges.  Take action as necessary.   

 

Inside the mill, listen for squeaks from the glut box grease wedges.  Stop the mill, remove and grease the 

grease wedge.  Replace the wedge, and tighten up the wedge holder.  This will need checking for reasonable 

tightness after about an hour’s running. 

 

Feed a small amount of grease into the cap roller race if there is undue ‘clonking’. 

 

Check that the Brake Wheel/Waller cogs are not bottoming out. 

 

Check that the Spur Gear/Stone Nut cogs are not bottoming out. 

 

Undue creaking from the Waller often means that there are loose waller wedges.  Stop the mill and hammer 

the wedges home.  

 

If operating the Wire Machine or Centrifugal listen for undue noise from the wooden layshaft which takes the 

drive from the underside of the Spur Gear.. 

 

 

Every Operating Day 

1 Grease neck bearing if necessary. 

2 Oil windshaft tail bearing if necessary. 

3 Check the Grain Bins as necessary. 

4 If grinding, check the meal quality. 

5 If producing white flour, check the firsts, seconds and semolina for 

excess bran, showing as unduly brown flour. 

 

 

Every month 

1 Check the sails visually for loose or missing coach screws connecting 

shutter cranks and working uplongs.   

Check for loose wind boards (the fixing screws tend to work loose). 

2 Check flour dressers for flour moth etc. 

Dismantle and clean as necessary. 

3 Lift operational stone tuns, and inspect. 

4 Check wallower wedges. 

5 Oil fantail upright shaft top bearing. 

6 Grease the teeth of the fantail top bevel pair. 

7 Clear stocks of old bran and semolina from the mill. 
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Every 2 months 

1 Check Brake Wheel wedges 

2 Check Upright Shaft footstep bearing screws.   

NB  It is good practice to put a vertical chalk mark on each screw head, 

to show the appropriate setting. 

3 Grease steering worm tooth 

4 Clean out millstones as necessary 

5 Check the stone sweepers are firmly screwed to their respective runner 

stones. 

6 Dismantle the wire machine, including the sieving drum, and clean the 

machine thoroughly. 

Thoroughly clean the jogger if it contains meal. 

 

 

Every 3 months 

1 Grease brake wheel cogs (driving faces) 

2 Grease the upright shaft top bearing  

3 Oil the upright shaft middle bearing  

4 Oil the upright shaft footstep bearing  

5 Linseed oil the waller cogs (driving faces) 

NB  Safety precautions1.   Remove any cloth which has been impregnated 

with linseed oil from the mill, take to a safe place.  Cloths are not to be 

stored together even in a safe place. 

 

6 Grease the glut box grease wedges as required 

7 Reduce stock of old sacks to the minimum requirement 

 

 

Every 6 months 

1 Check canister wedges 

2 Check canister wedge retainers if fitted 

3 Linseed oil the stone nut cogs every 6 months as necessary.   

NB  Read footnote 1 on linseed oil. 

4 Grease fantail drive train cogs (bottom of fantail upright shaft, layshaft, 

and wooden bevel. 

5 Grease cap rollers as necessary 

 

 

Annually 

1 Tighten Whip to Stock bolts 

2 Check Roller Runner Plate retaining screws 

3 Check Curb bolts 

4 Lubricate Wire Machine spindle bearings 

 

NB  This regime assumes the mill is operated on about 5 days per month. 

 

 

M.3.1.2  OPERATING SAILS 

                                                           
1  To quote Wikipedia, “Rags soaked with linseed oil stored in a pile are considered a fire hazard because they provide a 

large surface area for oxidation of the oil, and the oil oxidizes quickly. The oxidation of linseed oil is an exothermic 

reaction, which accelerates as the temperature of the rags increases. When heat accumulation exceeds the rate of heat 

dissipation into the environment, the temperature increases and can eventually become hot enough to make the rags 

spontaneously combust.” 
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M.3.1.2.1  Windshaft 

The neck bearing is lubricated with Castrol Impervia MDX, a heavy black grease. 

The tail bearing is lubricated with Comma Hypoid Gear Oil EP80. 

 

Care should be taken that the neck bearing is adequately greased on each day that the mill is to be worked 

seriously. 

 

The tail bearing must be lubricated each time the sails are operated. 

 

M.3.1.2.2  Shafts and Bearings 

The footstep bearing adjusting screws of the Upright Shaft should be checked every 2 months, in case of 

loosening.  The same goes for the millstone footstep bearings.  On no account should any of the Spur Gear or 

Stone Nut cogs be allowed to bottom out.  At the very least excessive vibration will occur.  

 

M.3.1.3  GRINDING 
M.3.1.3.1  Wind 

A minimum wind speed of 12 - 15mph as predicted by the Met Office for Thetford is needed for successful 

grinding of hard wheat (preferably with gusts forecast of around 20mph or more).   These estimates are for a 

height above ground of 10 metres. 

 

The actual speed required depends on steadiness and wind direction.  Experience suggests that only about 

12mph is needed if the wind is coming across the fen from the south. 

 

M.3.1.4  WINDING GEAR 
The fantail upright shaft top bearing should be greased using a grease gun at least every 2 months.  The 

grease nipple faces backwards.   

 

Alternatively drip oil into the bearing at least monthly. 

 

NB  Oil fed into the bearing from the top is often more effective, and a single oiling can be effective for 

several months. 

 

The grease nipples for the fantail upright shaft bottom bearing, and the layshaft rear bearing, are reached by 

lifting out a panel of the fan stage deck. 

  

The fantail gears are lubricated with Castrol Impervia MDX, a heavy black grease which is not readily 

washed off by rain.   Again the cogs should be greased at least every 1 to 6 months (see table, section  

M.3.1.1).   

 

M.3.1.5  SACK HOIST 

In normal operation in a light breeze and lifting 1 x 25kg sack at a time, on average it takes approximately 

1¼ minute to lift a sack from the ground floor to the bin floor  (time from pulling the rope to start lifting the 

sack, including detaching and stowing the sack of wheat on the bin floor, to starting to hoist the next sack). 

 

M.3.1.6  MILLING MACHINERY OPERATION  
M.3.1.6.1    STITCHED SACKS 
To open a stitched sack the miller should turn the sack so that the double, looped, row is facing him/her.  

Usually the full (complete) ends of the loops will be to the left.  Cut the left-most loop with a knife.   

 

Pull the now free end of the cotton through from the other side, and pull across to the right.  The cotton 

should come free, leaving the sack open.    

 

M.3.1.6.2   MOTH TRAPS 
Pheromone moth traps have been fitted on the western flour chute and adjacent to the Wire Machine.  On 13th 

June 2007 the flour chute trap was found to have caught five Indian Meal Moths. 

 

It has been suggested that the moths are perturbed by the smell of fresh cedar wood:  this will be tried! 
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M.3.1.6.3   ENSURING THE STONE NUT CAN BE FREED FROM THE SPLINES 
Before engaging the East or West Stone Nuts put a smear of grease on the outer faces of the stone spindle 

splines. 

 

It is easiest to disengage the stone nuts if a direct vertical pull is given to the jigger rope.   

If this advice is followed it is rare that the stone nuts will need to be hit with an iron block to free them! 

 

The governors and tentering at Wicken Corn Mill are adjusted such that most of the weight of each runner 

stone is off its bedstone when the mill is stopped.  This means that it is not necessary to disengage a stone nut 

on shutting down unless it is wished to operate the mill next without running that pair of stones. 

 

This is contrary to usual advice concerning smock or tower mills.  However, care must be taken that no 

operator screws down the stones before leaving the mill:  there is no reason whatsoever to do this at Wicken 

Mill. 

 

The reason why a stone nut might be left engaged, apart from ease of starting up the mill on the next 

occasion, is that the continual movement of the fantail means that even under damp conditions there is little 

possibility of meal setting in the stones.   Ensure that there is grain in the shoe.  It is surprising how much 

meal can appear in a few days, either by being shaken down the meal chute, or even by being milled in the 

stones as the fantail turns. 

 

M.3.1.6.4    WIRE MACHINE 
To ensure that the feed flows freely out of the hopper, load it as follows: 

 

Outlet spout:  fill with wholemeal. 

Rest of feed hopper.  Alternate one scoop of semolina to two of wholemeal.  NB  This is not always 

necessary:  often the meal is dry enough and fluid enough to run on its own, with some assistance from the 

mill’s vibration. 

 

Alternatively, load the hopper with meal, and stir the meal every 10 minutes. 

 

NB  The Wire Machine must be check for cleanliness every month, removing the doors for access.  Clean 

thoroughly if required. 

Every 2 months the sieving drum should be removed as well, for a complete clean. 

 

Belt Tightening  The main drive from the Meal Floor is via a long leather belt which is still stretching.  

Periodically the belt must be shortened and re-laced.  When doing this it is advisable to attach a clamp 

temporarily to the free end coming up through the Meal Floor, otherwise it will drop through the floor, and 

be difficult to retrieve single handed. 
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M.3.1.7  REGULAR OILING AND GREASING 
 

Component Bearing Notes 

Windshaft Neck Bearing Impervia MDX 

Fantail Drive Fan Bearings 

Upright shaft top bearing. 

Upright shaft bottom bearing 

Layshaft bearings 

Wooden bevel/layshaft gears 

Winding Shaft bearings 

Worm 

Impervia MDX 

EP80 oil 

Impervia MDX 

        “ 

        “ 

        “ 

        “ 

Brake Wheel Aluminium teeth Brown Grease* 

Upright Shaft Sprattle bearing Brown grease 

 Mid-height bearing EP80 oil 

 Footstep bearing EP80 oil 

Millstones Grease Wedge Brown grease 

 Footstep bearing EP80 oil 

 Grease Wedge Brown Grease 

Governors, white 

or red 

Footstep. 

Lever bearing 

EP80 oil 

      “ 

 

 

NB  The heavy grease Impervia MDX can be substituted by any high melting point water resistant grease.  

The current grease is described as ‘Comma LM high melting point gtrease, code GR23KG’  (12th January 

2012). 

 

The EP80/90 light oil currently in use is ‘Halford’s gear oil  EP 80W/90 GL-4’.  This is stated to meet the 

requirements SAE 80W/90, API GL-4, and is described as an extreme pressure, multi-grade gear oil.    

 

 

*Brown Grease:  Any medium duty waxy grease.  The important thing is that it does not drip or run. 
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P   PAINTING 

 
P.1  PAINT AREAS 
P.1.1  Approximate Values, for working purposes 

 

Sails:            2500sq ft 

 

Cap Roof:     400sq ft 

 

Fantail Blades:     209sq ft 

 

P.1.2  Tarred Areas 

Smock Tower:       1015sq ft 

 

Brick Base:     620sq ft 

 

 

P.2    PAINT RECIPES 

P.2.1  Mr G.C. Wilson's recipe for mixing white lead paint 

Mix: 9 measures of Ground White Lead 

3 measures of Raw Linseed Oil 

1 measure of pure Turpentine 

 

Chalking can be prevented by adding ½ pint of copal varnish per gallon of paint. 

 

Lead paste is better than powder. 

 

Base Coat.  Two tablespoons of red lead powder per gallon should be sufficient to make the paint 

pink.  

In 2003 Chemson suggested adding 1 pint of copal varnish per gallon of paint for undercoat and 

topcoat. 

 

P.2.2   Paint Density 

25kg of white lead paste occupies approximately 5.4 litres. 

Allowing for raw linseed oil and turpentine, this equates to 7.8 litres of white lead paint. 

 

P.2.3   Approximate Paint Volumes 

Assume the paint layer is 0.25mm thick.   

 

Sails 

The volume of paint to coat the sails is 57½ litres. 

This would be mixed from: 

 

40     litres of Ground White Lead    ≈ 128kg 

13     litres of Raw Linseed Oil 

     4½  litres of Pure Turpentine 

 

Roof 

The volume of paint to coat the roof is 9¼ litres.  This would be mixed from: 

 

  6½ litres of Ground White Lead 

  2    litres of Raw Linseed Oil 

  ¾   litres of Pure Turpentine 

 

Sails & Cap.  Total for 1 coat 

The total volume of paint to coat the sails and the cap is 66¾ litres.  This would be mixed from: 
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46½ litres of Ground White Lead 

15    litres of Raw Linseed Oil 

  5¼ litres of Pure Turpentine 

 

Sail Stocks and Whips 

In August 2008 the rear and sides of the stocks, whips and sail frames were painted.   

The area painted on the stocks and whips approximates to 63ft x 8in x 3 x 2 =23.4m2. 

The volume of paint required, at 0.25mm coat thickness, is approximately 5.85 litres. 

 

 

P.3  PAINTING FREQUENCY 

 

P.3.1 Sail Painting 

The sails should receive a coat of white lead paint every 4 years. 

Alternatively, every year a sail can be painted. 

 

NB  Each sail should be inspected every year, and weak areas of paint should receive attention as soon as 

possible. 

 

It has been the practice to paint the shutters using a microporous paint, ‘International Ranch Paint’.  This has 

the advantage of conserving stocks of lead paint.   

 

It is advisable to take a number of shutters out each winter, to paint on the bench. 

 

P.3.2 Fantail 

The fantail blades should be painted with blue lead paint every 4 years, and the spokes with white lead paint. 

 

P3.3 Cap 

The cap roof should be painted with white lead paint every 4 years.   

 

The front of the roof, above and adjacent to the storm hatch can be painted by a painter standing in the storm 

hatch and/or on the poll end, and using a paint roller attached to a broom handle.  The inner sails should be 

set horizontal, and the painter must be tied on.  

   

P.3.4  External woodwork below the Cap 

Paint using ‘International Ranch Paint’. 

 

P.3.5  External Iron or Steel Work 

Prime with read lead or Rustodian. 

Then paint with ‘ordinary’ oil based gloss black. 
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Q WICKEN WINDMILL OPERATING PROCEDURES 

 
Q.1 WICKEN WINDMILL START-UP PROCEDURE  

Outside 

Check that the mill is not tail winded. 
If it is, proceed to Fan Stage, and turn the cap by hand  (see below). 

It is likely that the cap can be put back to automatic winding after it has been turned 

through a quite small angle. 

 

Meal Floor  (1) 

If it is intended to grind meal, put the Stone Nut(s) in mesh with the Spur Gear. 

 

If it is intended to run the Wire Machine, put the plywood bevel in mesh with the 

drive ring on the underside of the Spur Gear.  Check that there is meal in the 

hopper, and that it is feeding adequately. 

 

Bin Floor 

If the stones are to be run, check the appropriate bins have enough grain. 

 

Stone Floor  
If the stones are to be run check manually that grain is feeding adequately into the 

shoe(s), and will shake down into the eye of the stone.  

 

Cap 

1. Release Shutter Catch. 

2. Remove Bird Gate. 

3. Drop Brake Rope. 

4. Undo Brake Wheel Sprag. 

5. Grease Neck Bearing as necessary 

6. Oil Tail Bearing as necessary 

7. Remove Squirrel Gate (if in place) 

8. Lower Striking Chain on striking chain rope (rope is stored in porch) 

9. Tie top end of striking chain rope to fan stage fence rail. 

10. Descend to Bin Floor, and stow the cap access ladder. 

 

Outside, Rear of Mill 

Unhook striking chain rope.  Hang small weight from it to prevent the rope being 

taken by the wind.  (A weight is kept just inside the mill door for this purpose.) 

 

Take the brake off.  (Steady pull on the brake rope until  end of travel.  Then gently 

let rope rise, which allows the brake lever pin to move safely into the brake hook.) 

 

NB  To put the brake on.  Short, sharp pull on the brake rope. Then allow 

the rope to rise through your hands in a controlled way, so that the brake 

goes on without snatching. 

 

 

Set striking chain to desired position:  rocking lever down for maximum power, up 

for minimum power. 
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Attach one or both of the yellow striking weights using the ‘S’ hook, to hold the 

rocking lever in the desired position. 

 

Meal Floor (2) 

Check that meal is being produced satisfactorily. 

 

Check that meal is feeding to the Wire Machine satisfactorily. 

 

 

NB  It the mill is working, do not allow visitors to explore the interior 

unaccompanied. 
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Q.2 WICKEN WINDMILL SHUTDOWN PROCEDURE 

 

Outside, Rear of Mill 

1 Remove Striking Weight 

2 Pull Striking Chain to open shutters 

3 Gently apply brake:  preferably when sails have stopped 

4 Attach hauling rope to Striking Chain 

5 Take Striking Weight into mill 

 

Cap, Rear 

6 Put on Striking Rod Catch 

7 Haul up Striking Chain, hook over bracket on Fan Post, tie on. 

8 Remove hauling rope 

9 Close Porch Doors 

10 Store hauling rope in Porch 

 

Cap, Front 

11 Apply Sprags to Brake Wheel 

[If they won’t fit: 

a) The sails can be ratcheted round clockwise by working the Brake Lever up and 

down. 

b) Otherwise go down to the ground, take brake off and pole the sails round, and 

back to the Cap to fit the Sprags.] 

 

On the way down 

12 Haul up Brake Rope, and wrap around holder 

13 Disconnect electricity cable from Cap 

14 Make sure windows are shut 

 

Locking Up 

15 If there is a danger of frost: 

a) Turn off water at stop cock 

b) Switch off electricity supply to Mess Room immersion heater at wall switch 

c) Drain down immersion heater 

d) Open drain cocks on water pipes  

16 Screw off tension on bandsaw blade, and put wooden ‘indicator’ flap to ‘Tension 

Off’ 

17 Click padlock to on back gate 

18 Lock up caravan and minor shed doors, and hang key ring in base of mill 

19 Lock windmill door 

20 Set security buttons 

21 Switch off Mains at Switch Boxes (Single and 3-phase).  Do not touch security 

lamp switches.   

22 Lock Mess Room door. 
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